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Sailing in Ever-Decreasing Circles

Roger Prince and Roy Williams

i. I N T R O D U C T I O N . While it is clearly established that the shortest distance between
two points on the surface of a sphere lies along the arc of a Great Circle, is it fecund
to investigate exactly how much a Great Circle saves in distance in comparison to a Small
Circle? In particular, it has been shown that, where navigation is restricted (perhaps by
ice) to any particular maximum latitude, the shortest route is a Composite Great Circle,
such that the approach to, and retreat from, that limiting latitude are the Great Circles
for which the limiting latitude is the vertex.

The definition of a Great Circle is a planar circle the plane of which passes through
the centre of the sphere. The plane of a Small Circle does not have this restriction, so
that while there is only one Great Circle which passes through any two points on the
surface (these two points and the centre of the sphere defining the plane in which the
circle lies), there is an infinity of Small Circles which do so, cutting the sphere with ever-
decreasing radii, until the two points are at opposite ends of the diameter formed by a
chord of the sphere.

It is a paradox that, while all Small Circles passing through those two points have
necessarily smaller diameters than the corresponding Great Circle, ex hypothesi the
distance between those two points along the arc of a Small Circle will be greater the
smaller the radius of the Small Circle until, in the limit, that distance becomes a semi-
circumference.

We also find that, in the limit, the ratio of the distances between two points along
the Great Circle and the Small Circle routes is the ratio of the semi-circumference of
the Small Circle to its diameter, i.e. \n. To demonstrate this the extreme cases can be
considered.

(i) Where the two points are at the opposite ends of a diameter of the Earth's surface
(such as the poles) when all circles passing through them will be Great Circles which,
in the case of the poles, are the meridians of longitude and the distances between the
two points along these arcs are identical.

(ii) At the other end of the scale, where the points tend to coincidence, the distance
between them along the arc of the unique Great Circle tends to the diameter of the
smallest Small Circle on which they also lie. Thus the proportional increase between the
distance travelled along the semi-circumference of the Small Circle and the distance
travelled along the arc of the Great Circle is \n— i, i.e. approximately 57 percent. This,
then, is the maximum extra distance which has to be travelled by using the Small Circle
route between two points rather than the path along the corresponding the Great Circle.

What then of an intermediate situation ? Let us suppose that we wish to travel between
the points (300 N, O° E/W) and (300 N, 1800 E/W). The shortest distance is obviously
the Great Circle route over the North Pole and its value is 277/1/3 where R is the radius
of the sphere. If, however, navigation is restricted for some reason so that there is a
limiting latitude, let us consider two examples:
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(i) Where navigation is restricted to the parallel 300 N. In this example the Small
Circle route will be along this parallel. The radius of the parallel is j(RV3) and the
length of arc along the half circle will be jn(R\/i). The extra distance travelled,
therefore, by not using the Great Circle route is 7rR(3\/3~4)/6 a nd the ratio of the
increase is (iVi~A-)/4- which is approximately 30 per cent. In this example the
Composite Great Circle route is identical to the small circle of the limiting latitude -
no part of the composite route follows the path of a Great Circle.

(ii) Where navigation is restricted to the parallel 6o° N. We have the situation which
appears in the diagram shown in Fig. 1 where A, B are the end points and V is the halfway

60°N

Fig.

point (the vertex) in latitude 6o° N at longitude 900 E/W. The figure is in the plane of
the meridian through V. N is the centre of the Small Circle which has its vertex in the
limiting latitude.

In order to find the distance we have to travel along the Small Circle route we need
to calculate the radius, VN, of the Small Circle and the angle subtended at the centre
of the Small Circle by the points A and B. We also need to calculate the perpendicular
distance from N to the chord AB. This distance is CN. The perpendicular distance from
0 to AB is then OC and, since A and B are at the opposite ends of the diameter of a Small
Circle and in the same latitude, then

OC = Rsin3o°

From Fig. 1 we see that the distance ON is

ON = R cos (^+30°)

and, at the same time,

ON =0C cos ijr

so that, combining these results we find

Rcos(^r+3o°) = R sin 3o° cos r̂

from which we find
t a n ^ = V 3 — 1 and i/r = 36-2°

Hence the radius VN(= r, say) of the Small Circle is
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and the distance CN is given by

CN = R sin 30° sin r̂ = C29 J3R

The angles VNA and VNB are both equal to

cos"1 (CN/r) = 71M70

and the full angle subtended by the chord AB at N is

142-34°

The length of arc AB along the Small Circle centred at N is therefore

77T( 1 4 2 - 3 4 / 1 8 0 ) = 2 - 2 7 3 2 R

The difference in distance between this and the distance by the Great Circle route
over the pole is

2 ' 2 7 3 2 R - ( 2 7 T / 3 ) R = 0 1 7 8 8 R

which is approximately 8-j percent of the Great Circle distance.
The distance by the composite route is found to be 2-2jojR and the difference

in distance between this and the Small Circle route is 0-0227^ which is only some
1 percent. This is the extra travelled by using the Small Circle route rather than the
composite route.

2. TO DETERMINE THE GENERAL EQUATION OF A SMALL CIRCLE BETWEEN
TWO GIVEN POINTS AND THE PLANE IN W H I C H IT LIES. The general equation
of a plane in rectangular Cartesian coordinates x, y, z is given by

z = ax + by + c (1)

where a, b, c are constants determined from three non-collinear points in the plane.
The value of c is the value of z when x =y = o.

If we have a sphere of radius r centred at the origin of coordinates and whose axis
corresponds with the z axis of the Cartesian frame we can transform equation (1) using
the transformations

x = r cos <j> cos 6
y = r cos <f> sin 6

z = r sin (j>

then we find that a circle in the plane is defined by

sin <p = a cos <j> cos 6 + b cos (j> sin 6 + c (2)

Differentiating (2) we find

d<j> \ dd> 1
c o s 0 — = — a sin 0 cos 0 a cos (j> sin 0

ad [ ad J

- — fcsin0sin#+ — b sin <f> sin 6 Vb cos <j> cos 6

At the vertex (the point on the circle at which <j> is maximum) we must have
d<j>/dd = o so that

i n ^ = o (3)

where <fiv and 6V are the latitude and longitude of the vertex.
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Fig. 2

Hence

and

b
a

Substituting these results into equation (2) gives us

, . . /r 2 I 21
(4)

If the two end points of the Small Circle path are at A whose latitude is <j>0 and longitude
d0 and B whose latitude is <j)n and longitude 6n then these points will have cartesian
coordinates (x,,, j 0 , z0) and (*„,/„, zn) and from equation (1) we find:

zo = axo + byo+c (5)

The set of three equations (4), (j) and (6) form a simultaneous set from which we can
determine the values of a, b and c. In particular, the pair of equations (j) and (6) are
a pair of linear equations in a and b so that we can solve these equations first to give us
a and b in terms of x,, n , j 0 n , z0 „ and c. We find

b =

(7)

(8)

Substitution of these expressions for a and b into equation (4) will give us a quadratic
equation of the form

2 o (9)

where a and /? are numbers calculated from x,, n, j 0 n, z0 n and 0V in the following
manner:

= [ / n - / o ] / K / n - V o ]
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then
a = - 2 [ s i n ^ + (/*, fi2 +/t3/*4)cos2 (j)v]/[i -(,M2+/t2)cos2 <j>v]
ft = [sin2 $,-{£ +/i2)cos2 &,]/[ 1 -Qi\ +/*2)cos2 0 J

This equation (9) is quadratic in c and therefore has two solutions. This is because there
are, in general, two arcs of Small Circles joining two points, A and B, one of which takes
the arc from A to J3, say, with difference of longitude \6A — 6B\ and the other takes the
arc from A to B in the opposite direction with difference of longitude 2n — \dA — dB\. The
shorter arc is the one which gives the smaller absolute value of c. The equation can be
solved quite easily to give c whereby a and b can then be found from equations (7) and
(8). We can then find dv from

b

3. TO DETERMINE THE RADIUS OF THE SMALL CIRCLE. Consider a figure in
the plane of the meridian through the vertex of the Small Circle (Fig. 2). Let N be the
foot of the perpendicular from 0, the centre of the sphere, to the plane containing the
Small Circle. Let ON = p. ONV is a right-angled triangle in the plane of the meridian.
The length of the distance OC along the z axis is c.

The angle

Applying the plane cosine formula to triangle CO V we can determine the side C V and
then, applying the sine formula we can determine angle CVO (= A, say). The radius, VN,
of the Small Circle circle (= r, say) is given by

r = R cos A

4. TO DETERMINE THE ANGLE SUBTENDED AT N BY THE ARC AB AND ITS
LENGTH. It can be deduced that the angle NOC is equal to (j>v — A. The Cartesian
coordinates, therefore, of the point N are

= ~P s i n (<t>v- A) c o s 6v
yN = -p sin (<f>v-A.) sindv

zN = pcos((?>v-A)
where p = R sin A

The vectors NA (= r^) and NB (= rB) are therefore given by

s i n (</>v~ A ) c o s ' W o + P s i n {4>v-
 A ) c o s 0»> zo - p c o s (4>v- A»

rB = ixn+P sin (<j>v-A) sin 6v,yn + p sin(<j>v-A) sin 0B, z n - p cos (&,-A)}

If we let the angle ANB between the two vectors be represented by y then, from the
scalar product of the two vectors, we have

Now Ir^l = |rB| = r so that

cosy =

cos y =

rA

rA

rA

or
Mr

B

B\

or B

and the length s of the arc AB is given by

s = ry where y is measured in radians
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j . EXAMPLE. Let us consider the route from a position off Punta del Este (340 j8 ' S,
£4° $7' W) to a position off Fremantle (32° 03' S, I I J ° 4^' E) without passing south of
6o°S.

We have written a computer program to find the Small Circle track which has its
vertex in the limiting latitude. We have computed its radius and the longitude of its
vertex and we have found that

The Small Circle track will give a distance of 7178-63 n.m.
The composite track will give a distance of 7147-60 n.m.
The difference is 3i'°3 n.m.

A:Lat30°00'NLongO°00'
B: U l 30°00'N Long 1S0°0O'E
Great Circle Distance • 6812.89
Lai of Vertex . 65°51.23'N

Small Circle Distance

6800p

I I I i I I I L
30° 35° 40° 45° 50° 55° 60° 66°

Limiting latitude

Fig. 3. Comparison of Small Circle and Composite Great Circle distances

The difference is really very small ( » 043 per cent) and the composite track will involve
travelling 1101 n.m. along the parallel of 6o° S. The distance along the full Great Circle
track is 6744-96 n.m.

In section 6 we show some more detailed results of computations showing the
comparison between the Composite Great Circle track and the Small Circle track and
a graph (Fig. 3) highlighting the numerical results from section 6 (2).
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6. COMPARISON OF COMPOSITE GREAT CIRCLE AND SMALL CIRCLE

ROUTES.

(1) A: Lat 2o° 00' N Long o° 00' B: Lat 200 00' N 150° 00' E
Great Circle distance = 7822-29 Lat of Vertex = 54° 350 '

Limiting
Latitude

2 0 °

22-5°

2J°
3°°
35°
40°

45°
5°°

Composite
distance
845723
8352-04
826576
8123-32

8011-54

7926-60

786713

783251

(2) A: Lat 30° 00' N Long o° 00'
Great Circle

30°

32-5°
35°
40°

45°
5°°

60°

distance = 6812-

7794-23
763663
7J0607
728990
711949
6988-60
6894-70
683655

(3) A: Lat 40° 00' N Long 0° 00'
Great Circle

40°

425°
45°
5°°
SS°
60°
6 5°
7°°

distance = 5727-

6894-40
669068
652291
624979
6041-10
5888-03
5786-69

5734-99

Small Circle
distance Difference
845723 —
8372-92 20-88

8293-77 28-01

815198 28-66

8033-69 22-15

7940-08 Ii'4-%

7873-63 6 5 0

783408 1-57

B: Lat 30° 00' N Long 150° 00' E

89 : Lat of Vertex = 65° 51-23'

7794-23 —
7670-54 33-91
7SS361 47S4
734172 51-82

7161-82 42-83

7016-83 2823

6909-28 I4'58
6841-07 4-52

B: Lat 40° 00' N Long 150° 00' E

18 : Lat of Vertex = 72° 51-46'

6894-40 —
673561 4493
6317-27 6 3 1 2

6317-27 6 7 4 8

6093-49 52-39

5 9 1 9 5 9 3 ' 5 6

5 7 9 9 6 9 > 3 ° °
5736-81 1-82

% Dil
—

0 2 5

0 3 4

0 3 5

o-28

0 1 7

0-08

0-02

—

0-44
0 6 3

0 7 2

0 5 9

0-40

0-2 1
0-07

0-67

0-97

1-08

o-86

°-54
0 2 3

0-03

7. C O N C L U S I O N . It would seem that this alternative track — the track along the
path of a Small Circle which reaches its vertex in the limiting latitude — might present
an alternative to be considered by those concerned with weather routeing. In the
examples that we have considered the difference in distance between the Small Circle
track and the composite track is far less than the difference between the composite track
and the full Great Circle track.

The position of points along the track of the Small Circle can be computed from
equation (2). Given arbitrary values of the longitude; 0l,d2, ... ,dn, we can determine
the corresponding values of (j>l, <f>2, ..., <j>n and plot these points on the chart so that the
track can be determined.
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